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Commuijicatioti iri Otganizatioi\s
by Richard Wallen, Ph.D.
INTRODUCTION
The channels of communication within an organization are comparable to the nervous system in the
human body. The nervous system does not perform
any work; it transmits information from one portion of
the body to another. The circulatory system actually
conveys life-giving oxygen and other substances to the
organs, transferring energy rather than information. The
nervous system is, of course, the primary basis for the
coordination of the different organ systems. Destruction
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of nerve fibers can cause a sensory loss, such as blindness, or a loss of motion (paralysis). So too, within
organizations communication failure can mean failure
to get work done, to pay bills, or to meet promised
deadlines.
The phrase "good communication" is commonly
used in at least two senses: It can mean that a person
has received some message from another accurately
and understands it as the sender intended it. Or, it can
mean that two people are sending and receiving the
21

messages to each other that they want and need in
order to carry out joint enterprises in a satisfying way.
One variation of this latter meaning arises when the
joint enterprise is to strengthen the relationship between two people, i.e., to understand each other better.
In the case of a married couple, for example, good
communication means more than the accurate reception of messages; it means a full and frank sharing of
things such as feelings, goals, and plans. Poor communication in the first sense is characterized by distortion. In the second sense, it is characterized by both
distortion and insufficiency.
Communication is Different from Agreement
It is fashionable to blame communication for a variety
of difficulties within an organization. This practice
stems from a lack of precision in understanding the
term "communication." Be careful not to confuse "understanding" with agreement or action. Other people
may understand our messages accurately, but they
may still disagree, or refuse to act on them. If " A " says,
"I think the stock of the M.O.X. Corporation will rise,"
" B " may understand " A " perfectly, but still not buy any
of the stock.
Clearly, a failure to arouse certain emotions or motives in another person does not necessarily mean that
poor communication is responsible. For example, a
salesman may tell a perfectly clear story to a prospect.
Even when the prospect understands everything that
has been said, he may not be enthusiastic about the
product. The salesman did not fail to communicate, he
failed to persuade and to motivate, which are different
processes.
Even though we have defined good communication
in a rather restricted way, it is still a rarity. There are
so many forces acting to distort and interfere with communication that it is surprising how well it goes most of
the time. Good communication requires effort, patience,
and mutual goodwill. It will not be achieved by reading
books, listening to a lecture, nor participating in a training exercise. These activities can help you understand
where to apply your efforts, but active learning is required in order to acquire the actual skills.
UPWARD AND DOWNWARD COMMUNICATION
Because of the hierarchical character of most organizations, we think of some people as being at the top
and some people as being at the bottom. Top people
need communications from people at the bottom in
order to know whether the work of the organization is
22

going according to plan. Bottom people need communications from the top in order to know the goals of
the organization and the kinds of activities in which
they are expected to engage. The information which
travels up the organization is usually of a different kind
than that which travels down. For example, information
about small errors or poor morale is not likely to progress very far in an upward direction. On the other
hand, the dissatisfaction of people at the top is likely to
travel downward quite quickly.
People in top positions characteristically over-estimate the degree of freedom of conversation by those
under them when talking with them. In one study by
Likert, the top staff estimated that 90% of the supervisors felt very free to discuss important things about
the job. When the supervisors were asked whether they
felt very free to discuss these matters, only 67% said
they felt very free. The same kind of finding was duplicated in lower levels of the organizations studied.
To Tell or Not to Tell
The most basic question about verbal communication
is whether it shall take place at all. Much of the difficulty encountered in coordinating activities in-a business organization stems from someone's failure to pass
information on to someone else. The extensive network
of reports and standard practice manuals is largely an
effort to insure that people get the information they
need. It is hoped that by making a regular routine out
of "telling," communication will occur. Quite frequently,
a new business form is devised in order to offset a lack
of communication. For example, a purchasing agent is
criticized because needed materials are lacking. Realizing that he was not informed about the short supply
of materials on hand, he devises a procedure for sending him a notice automatically when a certain "re-order
point" has been reached. The storeroom manager and
his people are instructed in the new procedure and the
use of the new forms. A new routine is introduced into
their daily activity, and a regular channel of communication has been opened. Such formal channels do,
indeed, overcome communication failures caused by
forgetfulness or by the assumption that somebody else
already has the needed information. In a sense, the
creation of a new report form tells us that a part of our
job is to communicate certain things to certain people.
But a great deal of communication is still needed, even
though no formal channels have been established for it.
Not Caring as a Cause of Not Telling
One important, but subtle reason for people not
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communicating useful and needed information to others
is that they do not care about them. Other people's
needs and feelings are not considered to be of sufficient importance to serve as a reason for telling them
something. The "not caring" attitude may be due to a
genuine indifference to people (as in the case of the
absent-minded professor who cares more about ideas),
or it may be due to hostility. If " A " wants to hurt or
undermine " B , " he can conveniently "forget" to tell " B "
something he needs to know.
The hostility may be directed toward an organization
rather than toward a specific individual. Then, " A " may
"forget to tell" different people at different times. Of
course, in either case " A " may be unaware of his own
hostility and hence may sincerely apologize for his
"forgetting."
To the extent that "not caring" is a cause of poor
communication, it is clear that improvement in communication will require improvement in human relationships, in the way people feel about each other.
The Price of Telling
A more common reason for withholding information
from others is that the "predicted price" for telling
them something is too high. When the "price" is some
harm to ourselves, having to endure criticism or an
emotional outburst, or the possible rupture of a relationship, we keep quiet. Thus, a subordinate may not
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tell his supervisor that he is upset by the supervisor's
domineering manner. He fears that the supervisor will
become angry and later will refuse to give him a pay
raise or a promotion. The "predicted price" for telling
what one knows or feels is too high. It is better to say
nothing. At least many people come to that conclusion.
Many men refuse to tell their wives what they really
think of a new dress or hat when they do not like it.
Here, the predicted price of telling is tears, a long argument, or temporary rupture of harmonious relations.
And it is too high. Better to tell a "white lie," it seems,
than to risk an emotional scene.
If we can get by without telling about our own mistakes and shortcomings, we usually don't communicate
them. The predicted price is an unfavorable impression
on another person and possibly some rejection. If
something is going wrong on the job, we feel it is better
not to bother the boss about it. After all, we may be
able to get the trouble straightened out soon.
The Price of Not Telling
In the preceding examples, silence appeared to be
the less risky course. When we choose not to share
information, the predicted price of telling is usually
clear and seems higher than the price of not telling.
But frequently we do not consider the price we have to
pay for not telling. It seems to most of us intuitively
obvious that "what they don't know won't hurt me."
Few of us have had experiences where the sharing of
unpleasant information resulted in rewards for us. Or,
if we were rewarded, the rewards were delayed so long
that we never realized that the benefit came from our
telling. It is possible, however, to conceive of situations
where telling upsetting or self-critical things could
bring rewards. These rewards could be increased
understanding between two people, clearing of misinterpretations, or even of getting some unexpected
help.
As a case in point, consider the price paid by the
subordinate who cannot tell his boss that his domineering manner is upsetting. For one thing, he must continue to endure something distasteful. For another, he
is excluding the possibility that he is misinterpreting
the boss' manner. And he is excluding the possibility
of helping the boss to change, if the boss really is
domineering. Generally, subordinates do not dream
that they have any responsibility for assisting their
superiors. It is at least possible that the boss could
feel grateful for the information, for his manner may be
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an unrecognized source or difficulty in other relationships. At the very least, the subordinate is paying
the price of the relief and satisfaction he would feel
sheerly because he had said what he honestly felt.
There are times, of course, when the price of not
telling is obviously so high that we communicate even
painful or unpleasant information. Thus, when we are
sure that an error or wrongdoing of ours will certainly
be discovered, we will admit it. We can then, at least,
appear open, forthright, and truthful.
When extremely serious consequences can result
from not telling, we will tell. In industry, for example, a
failure to relay disturbing information to top management could result in a strike. That prospect is enough
to cause middle managers to communicate the actual
state of affairs even though it means possible criticism
and emotional scenes.
Prediction

Accuracy

The decision as to whether or not to communicate is
based on some predicted consequences. When we act
on this prediction, we assume that it is accurate. But
these predictions are often made hastily and without
careful consideration of alternative consequences.
When " A " predicts that " B " will be angered if " A "
speaks his mind, he is probably basing his prediction
on past experiences with " B . " Or, he may be basing his
prediction on experiences with people who are like
" B . " But it is all too easy to overlook the fact that this
situation or this person is different. And " A " is quite
likely to overlook the possibility that he can make the
situation different in some way. For instance, " A " may
be able to be more tactful than usual, or he may be
more skillful in choosing the appropriate time to inform " B . " Or, he may decide that he is sufficiently
strong and resourceful to cope with "B's" anger, even
if it occurs. Certainly, many of the predictions that we
make about the price we may have to pay for telling
could stand a second look.
If we want to encourage people to communicate
fully to us, we need to learn how to act in order to
decrease other people's tendency to predict unfavorable consequences. If we can receive unpleasant or
disturbing communications with interest and poise,
others will begin to talk more openly and frankly to us.
If we can take a problem-solving attitude instead of
becoming upset or defensive, people will begin to predict that the price for not telling is too high. A problemsolving attitude means that we will get more data,
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consider more alternative ways of acting, and eventually help both people. On the other hand, if we receive unpleasant information with ill-temper and poor
grace, we shall soon cease to hear about problems and
difficulties in their early stages, when they are easily
handled.
Talking Versus Telling
At times, we feel pressured to say something, but we
do not wish to pay the price for telling. A person with
power and influence may ask a question which would
put us in a bad light if we answered it in a straightforward way. Then we hedge. We qualify our answer,
make irrelevant additions, and use vague terms. We
talk (often at length) without telling anything. We try
to give the appearance of complying with the request
for information, but we also wish to avoid revealing
much. This kind of "fuzzy communication" can easily
be seen in selection interviews. Questions about the
reasons the applicant left his last job may result in
elaborate but vague statements, when the fact is that
he was fired.
A special case of this fuzzy communication can be
observed in people who have an intense need to be
accepted and liked by others. When they are asked
questions in a group, they often talk without saying
anything. They hesitate to take a stand, to commit
themselves to a position. They feel called upon to talk,
but they fear that truly telling what they think or want
would alienate some listeners. Hoping to please all,
they end by puzzling everybody.
Another kind of talker who tells little is the one
with a strong need for the "limelight," who must be the
center of attention. When such a person is also insensitive to the interest and needs of his listeners, we have
a boring, long-winded speaker. Thus, an executive may
reminisce aloud about his experiences on the way up
the management ladder. Few listeners are interested,
few relevant facts are being told, but the executive
holds the stage, perhaps believing that he is training
his subordinates.
Failure to communicate downward through the organization is often due to a prediction that people at
the lower levels cannot be trusted to keep secrets.
Thus, pending acquisitions or mergers, plans for expansion, and the like are generally quite carefully
guarded. While it is probably true that many people in
the lower echelons of management could not keep
secrets well, it is at least worth testing. Too often, it
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seems that top management is more cautious than it
need be in withholding information from the rest of the
organization.
FACTORS AFFECTING COMMUNICATION ADEQUACY
Once a person has decided to communicate with
another, there is still a good chance that the message
will be modified or distorted. In fact, there are so
many factors that can interfere with accurate communication that we can regard poor or inaccurate
communication as the usual state of affairs. Some, but
certainly not all of these, are under control of the
sender. Some are under control of the receiver, but
some cannot be controlled by either. They can be
recognized, however, and steps taken to reduce their
influence.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SENDER
Ability Factors
Senders may vary in linguistic facility. Some have
large vocabularies and can easily find words to express their thoughts. They may be adept at substituting
common terms for technical or unusual words. Others,
with more poorly developed vocabularies have trouble
saying what they mean and may even misuse words.
Senders also differ in their ability to organize their
remarks. Those who ramble, return to previous points,
and do not summarize are likely to lose, or at least
confuse, their listeners. While linguistic facility tends to
be correlated with intelligence, efforts to improve
vocabulary and organization of ideas can pay off at
all levels of intelligence. Many people have improved
their abilities through formal education, but a college
education does not necessarily result in clear, concise
formulation of one's ideas.
Attitude toward Mode of Communication
Some people enjoy oral communication but dislike
sending written messages. Many salesmen feel this
way. Others have the opposite attitude. They are likely
to be terse and to avoid details even to the point of
vagueness when speaking aloud. When writing, they
may be clearer, better organized, and elaborate their
ideas in more detail.
Perceptions of and Assumptions about the Receiver
Senders, knowing some things and assuming others
about the receiver, modify their choice of words, of
examples, and style of speech. Some observers have
noted, for instance, that Southerners speaking to other
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Southerners have a much more pronounced Southern
accent than when they are speaking to those from
other sections of the country.
If the sender thinks the other person is bright and
alert he is likely to use a larger vocabulary than if he
believes the other person is dull. When we think that
a listener is waiting to criticize us, we become cautious
and guarded. But if we believe his background and
values are similar to our own, we may be quite open
and frank.
Some individuals make the same assumptions about
nearly all receivers regardless of who they may be. A
common example is the assumption that the receiver
is ready and waiting to find fault with the sender. Such
an assumption is characteristic of people with pronounced feelings of personal inadequacy. Since they
assume that others are ready to attack them, their
speech shows a great deal of defensiveness and selfjustification which is unnecessary.
One of the most common assumptions about receivers is that the words mean the same thing to them
as they do to the sender. Now while this assumption
is often justified, it should be tested frequently. When
listeners report the images aroused in their thoughts
by various words, it is easy to demonstrate that they
do not all agree. Thus, words like "company politics,"
"leadership," "initiative," and "nervous" are subject to
a variety of interpretations and, consequently, lead to
misunderstandings.
Senders vary greatly in their skill in observing their
receivers. Some rarely look at the people they are talkto and others observe every subtle nuance of facial
expressions. Boring talkers usually do not see the
fairly obvious signs of disinterest and non-listening in
the people around them. Good obervers, on the other
hand, may note a puzzled expression on the face of
the listener and stop for questions and clarifications.
Noticing how others are responding is part of skill in
communicating.
Personal

Peculiarities

Our style of communicating has usually developed
without much deliberate attention. It often reflects
some peculiar attitudes or incorporates some unconscious mannerisms which detract from its effectiveness.
Thus, some people lace their speech with jokes, puns,
and witty remarks which make people laugh but lose
the point. Others are prone to make shocking statements or to use extremely strong terminology. A few
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are given to free use of profanity. These characteristics make it difficult for their listeners to get the basic
message because they are distracted by the style of
speech.
Other personal peculiarities affecting communication
include: unusual accents, use of bookish language and
"big words," and introduction of jargon found in a
trade or profession.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RECEIVER
Ability Factors
Listening is a skill that can be learned and a fair
number of people have not learned it. It is an active
process requiring both energy and patience. Good
listeners are not just quiet, they are alert. Obviously a
good vocabulary is as valuable to a listener as to a
sender for it permits him to understand unusual terms
and special phrases. And, generally speaking, a person
with broad interests will be able to listen and comprehend messages from a variety of senders more easily
than one of narrow interests.
Freedom from Distracting Preoccupations
Since alert listening requires concentrated attention,
any internal distractions are likely to produce poor
listening. Among the more common distractions are:
— Fatigue or sleepiness
— Headaches or other bodily discomforts
— Worry about family health or well-being
— Anticipation of an important phone call or message
— Anxiety about personal acceptability to the other
person
— Concern about what to say when called on
— Fear that some mistake or poor decision will be
discovered
Interest in the Content of the Message
Receivers who find little of personal importance in a
message are likely to "tune out" and think about something of more personal relevance. Recitals of facts and
figures of a business enterprise may be dreary unless
they are translated into terms meaningful to the
audience.
Perceptions of and Assumptions about the Sender
If the sender is viewed in a favorable light, we are
more likely to listen well to him. This is one reason for
the "build-up" given the speaker by the one who introduces him to an audience. The speaker is presented
as an expert, or a leader, or a popular person. Of
course, the speaker may not live up to this "advance
billing" and we stop listening.
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If the sender is perceived as a "peddler" the listener
may doubt his claims and listen with only partial attention. When the sender is regarded as helpful to us
personally, we listen carefully. Thus, salesmen who
take a personal interest in solving customer problems
are likely to get their messages through fairly easily.
Occasionally a sender is reacted to in a stereotyped
way by a listener. Thus, he may dislike "psychologists," "accountants," "kids who wear their hair long,"
etc. Once the label is attached to the sender, the receiver reacts negatively and stops hearing or even distorts what is said.
SOME GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Similarity of Sender and Receiver
Communication goes better if the parties involved
have similar backgrounds, similar interests and similar
goals. When two people have actually shared many
experiences they can often communicate rapidly and
accurately. Roommates or spouses often understand
remarks that would be unclear and confusing to an
outsider. So too, "old hands" who have spent many
years in a company can communicate more easily with
each other than they can with newcomers.
Degree of Concern with

Communication

Good communication is work and therefore requires
motivation. When people are truly concerned about
sending and receiving accurately they are likely to
endure the repetition, frustration, and discomfort required to communicate. If they do not place a high
value on communication, they will give up too soon.
One indicator of our genuine concern for communication is shown by the way we receive unpleasant
news —particularly about our own behavior. If we can
see that the other person is truly concerned about us
and understand that he is showing faith in us by the
act of telling us something, we are demonstrating that
communication is an important value of ours.
Trust Level
When two people believe that each has good intentions toward the other, communication is likely to be
full and accurate. They feel that what the other hears
will not be used to damage them or expose them to
ridicule. Then, sincerity and frankness will mark their
interchanges.
Building mutual trust is a fundamental factor in good
communication. This requires time, patience, and goodwill. Unfortunately, trust is a fragile attitude and can be
destroyed by a single harmful episode.
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